
  

MEDIA RELEASE  
ANIMAL JUSTICE PARTY OPPOSES PROPOSED BRUMBY SLAUGHTER 

Animal Justice Party candidate for Eden Monaro, Frankie Seymour, has spoken out forcefully against the 
NSW Government’s proposal for a mass slaughter of brumbies in the Kosciuszko National Park. 

The NSW government plans to reduce the population of wild horses in the Park by half in ten years and by 
90 per cent in 20 years. The government proposes a range of control methods including trapping, rehoming, 
mustering, ground shooting, fertility control and fencing. Ms Seymour agrees that rehoming, fencing and 
fertility control, are potentially humane, but she totally rejects the assertion that shooting is humane: 
‘Shooting animals of any kind is invariably cruel. There are always some who are wounded and die a 
terrible death. There are always young animals orphaned. There is always disruption and distress caused 
to the whole herd. There is no humane way of slaughtering large numbers of wild animals. In any case, 
there is no ethical justification for taking the irreplaceable individual lives of healthy sentient beings.’ 

Ms Seymour is also concerned that the government is not telling the public everything. She points out: 
“Every mass slaughter of animals leads to an almost immediate increase in the population, as younger, 
more fertile individuals are born of the survivors, with plenty of food and space to share, and quickly fill and 
exceed the niches left by those killed. The NSW government does not intend total wipe-out of the brumbies, 
nor has anyone suggested it is even possible. To maintain the population at its reduced level in perpetuity, 
they will have to either shoot the horses in perpetuity or control them using fertility control.   
‘I don’t think we can be confident the government will use exclusively fertility control. if the Government had 
managed the brumbies situation correctly, using non-lethal measures, over the past decade we would not 
be in this situation where a large number of animals are affected. If non-lethal measures had been used 
with small numbers and with population monitoring, we would be looking at a much smaller population 
today.  

‘Given the NSW government’s record on brumby management, and wild animal management generally, it 
seems very likely the number of horses killed over the coming decades will number not in the thousands 
but in the millions.’ 

Ms Seymour, a retired environmental scientist, adds that the ethical and welfare concerns are not the only 
problem with the proposal:  
‘Once a species is naturalised, found a niche in the ecosystem, it is impossible to remove it in large 
numbers without doing harm to that ecosystem, sometimes more harm than good. In a rapidly changing 
environment, as Australia’s has been for the last 200 years, the harm of removing brumbies (or any other 
naturalised animal) is very likely to exceed the good.’  

Ms Seymour is urging everyone who is concerned about this matter to do two things: submit comments to 
the Draft Wild Horse Management Plan for Kosciuszko National Park at www.environment.nsw.gov.au/
protectsnowies before 8 July 2016; and vote for the AJP at the coming federal election. 
‘In the end, the only way to make our governments understand that animal lives matter is at the ballot box.’ 

For interviews and further information contact Frankie Seymour on 0405 252 980.  
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AUSTRALIAN KILLING CULTURE HAS TO GO 

 

Animal Justice Party candidate for Eden-Monaro, Frankie Seymour, has called on the Australian 
government, whatever parties comprise it after the July election, to take the lead in working to obliterate 
what she calls ‘Australia’s killing culture’.  

Outraged by the ACT government’s announcement last week of yet another slaughter of kangaroos on 
ACT reserves, Ms Seymour says: 

‘Once again the ACT government has ordered this cruel slaughter, based on nothing resembling 
science, without any monitoring or evaluation to determine what impact the killing is having on either the 
kangaroos themselves or the native species which depend on the kangaroos to maintain their grassland 
habitats.  

‘Yet the government’s own slaughter is just one of many licenses (83 in 2015) issued for shooting 
kangaroos in the ACT. 

‘In NSW, indeed across the whole country, it’s even worse, with both farmers and commercial shooters 
rapidly driving various kangaroo species down the road to extinction.’  

The killing does not stop with kangaroos, Ms Seymour adds, noting that the NSW government has recently 
decided to slaughter thousands of brumbies in the Snowy Mountains. Ms Seymour asserts: 

‘They know that to make their target residual population of 600 brumbies stick they will have to go on 
slaughtering thousands or millions of wild horses in perpetuity.  

‘And brumbies are just the latest in a long list of naturalised species being persecuted throughout the 
country, including wild dogs, cats, foxes, pigs, rabbits and deer. Some of the methods for killing these 
animals are even more cruel than shooting.’ 

Ms Seymour claims that mass shooting animals of any kind is invariably cruel. 

‘There are always some who are wounded and die a terrible death. There are always young animals 
orphaned. There is always disruption and distress caused to the survivors.  

‘But there are even worse killing methods than shooting in use for many of these other naturalised 
animals - 1080 and other poisons, as well as germ warfare against rabbits. These methods cause 
excruciatingly painful and lingering death in every single case, whereas shooting at least has some hope 
of bringing about instantaneous death.’ 

Ms Seymour claims that ’managing’ animals by killing them is neither necessary nor effective. She points 
out that every time you kill a wild animal, you get several more of the same species filling the empty niche, 
as younger, more fertile individuals are born of the survivors.  

‘So killing these animals actually ensures you get more of them, at least for a while until the population 
stabilises around the same level it was before you “managed” it. So all you’ve done is made the 
problem, if there ever was a problem, worse.’ 

Ms Seymour says that, if there really is a problem with any naturalised wild animal species, the only 
effective solution is fertility control.  

‘Thankfully, fertility control, as long as it is conducted sensibly, is also the only humane solution – if 
there really is a problem.  
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‘But fertility control is not an appropriate solution for kangaroos, who are not naturalised but native 
animals, because kangaroos are very slow breeders and are already in steep decline. Fertility control 
will only hasten that decline.  

‘On the other hand, it might be a more humane road to extinction than the one our kangaroos are 
enduring at the moment - if Australians really want their national emblem to become extinct.’ 

Coming back to the issue of whether either kangaroos or naturalised species really are a problem requiring 
‘management’, Ms Seymour responds: 

‘Kangaroos are simply not a problem. They were managing the environment in Australia long before 
even the Indigenous humans arrived, and will continue to do so if we can only let go of our gun-happy 
culture. 

‘With naturalised species like cats, horses, pigs etc, the issue is more complicated. Once a species has 
found a niche in the ecosystem, it is impossible to remove it in large numbers without doing harm to 
that ecosystem, sometimes more harm than good. In a rapidly changing environment, as Australia’s 
has been for the last 200 years, the harm of removing any naturalised animal is very likely to exceed 
the good.’  

Ms Seymour cites the simple but high-profile example of wiping out the feral cats on Macquarie Island. She 
explains: 

‘On the mainland, it is virtually impossible to completely wipe out any fast-breeding species. So killing 
them just guarantees an increase, rather than a decrease in the population.  

‘However, it is possible to wipe out all members of a species on an off-shore island because (if it 
occurs at all) recruitment from outside is much slower than on the mainland.  

‘On Macquarie Island, the government hoped to protect some of the endangered seabirds by killing all 
the cats. 

‘Without cats to prey on the rats, the rats became much more of a danger to the seabirds (eating their 
eggs) than the cats had ever been! 

‘And how does the Australian government respond to this new threat? Let’s kill all the rats now!  

‘Still absolutely no consideration of how yet another ham-fisted human incursion is going to resonate 
down the food-chain!’ 

Ms Seymour’s conclusion is that Australia’s whole killing culture has to stop in its tracks.  

‘The vast majority of Australian people are compassionate, civilised people who want the killing to stop. 
Most of us also recognise the link between violence against animals and violence against humans.  

‘We know in our bones that none of us is safe while guns, poisons and diseases are considered an 
acceptable way of solving our problems.’ 

For interviews and further information contact Frankie Seymour on 0405 252 980.  
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MEDIA RELEASE 

NSW Animal Justice Party MP Mark Pearson and candidate for Eden Monaro 

Frankie Seymour to address local community concerns over the NSW 

governments plan to wipe out the Brumby 

The Hon Mark Pearson MLC, along with Animal Justice Party candidate for Eden Monaro Ms Frankie 

Seymour will be attending a community meeting organised by the Snowy Mountain Brumby Sustainability & 

Management Group. The meeting will be held this Saturday at the Lake Jindabyne Hotel and will give citizens 

and groups a chance to voice their concerns over the Baird governments plan to cull up to 90% of the brumby 

population in the Kosciuszko National Park over the next 20 years.  

The community outrage has been generated by the release of the Draft Plan of Management by Minister for 

Environment Mark Speakman earlier this month. The draft plan and associated technical review proposes a 

range of control methods to reduce the population from the estimated 6000 down to 600 over the next 20 

years. However, the independent technical review report itself highlights the inadequacy of the science 

behind the estimated numbers; 

Section 2 of the report states ‘However, the ITRG cannot, at this stage, draw rigorous scientific conclusions 

about how numbers and population trends are changing over time or how they may differ in different parts 

of the park’ 

Mark Pearson: “Reading the report the question has to be asked as to what the proposed slaughter is actually 

setting out to achieve other than bloodshed. The government is endorsing this slaughter on the supposed 

huge increase in numbers yet it contradicts itself by saying, in effect, it has no real idea on the numbers” 

The report goes on in Section 2.3, ‘it should be noted that if the population is substantially reduced, horse 

breeding is likely to continue’ 

Ms Frankie Seymour: “Every mass slaughter of animals leads to an almost immediate increase in the 

population, as younger, more fertile individuals are born of the survivors, with plenty of food and space to 

share, and quickly fill and exceed the niches left by those killed. The NSW government does not intend total 

wipe-out of the brumbies, nor has anyone suggested it is even possible. To maintain the population at its 

reduced level in perpetuity, they will have to either shoot the horses in perpetuity or control them using 

fertility control.”  

Whilst the Minister has come out on record numerous times both in media statements and in responses to 

questions asked by Mr Pearson in the Parliament that aerial culling will not be considered, reading the detail 
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of the report tells another story. Section 4.4 states ‘Where lethal control is required, the assessment indicated 

that aerial shooting had the least potential adverse impact on wild horses’. 

The history of the infamous aerial cull, reminiscent of a brutal Rambo operation by the NSW National Parks 

and Wildlife Service (NPWS) in the Guy Fawkes River National Park in October 2000 tells a different story. 

Terrified horses were driven up against an escarpment by a helicopter as shooters opened fire with semi-

automatic rifles, slaughtering more than 600 horses. The slaughter scene depicted horses riddled with bullets 

suffering slow, agonising deaths. One mare was shot while giving birth whilst new born foals were left to 

starve because their mothers had been killed. 

Ms Seymour: “Shooting animals of any kind is invariably cruel. There are always some who are wounded and 

die a terrible death. There are always young animals orphaned. There is always disruption and distress caused 

to the whole herd. There is no humane way of slaughtering large numbers of wild animals. In any case, there 

is no ethical justification for taking the irreplaceable individual lives of healthy sentient beings.” 

Ms Seymour, a retired environmental scientist, adds that the ethical and welfare concerns are not the only 

problem with the proposal: “Once a species is naturalised, found a niche in the ecosystem, it is impossible 

to remove it in large numbers without doing harm to that ecosystem, sometimes more harm than good. In a 

rapidly changing environment, as Australia’s has been for the last 200 years, the harm of removing brumbies 

(or any other naturalised animal) is very likely to exceed the good.” 

Mark Pearson: “I acknowledge that humane management is not a quick fix one size fits all solution. However 

it is our duty to ensure that we invest and utilise best practice and sound methods of estimating and reporting 

the true population numbers. Where required, fertility control is to be used and in parallel we must invest in 

fertility control via humane research and development. This is a very successful method used for the wild 

horses of the Canadian Rockies and the elephants in Africa. The use of fertility control would also mean that 

fewer Brumbies would be born each year and result in a proper and sustainable management plan. Mass 

slaughter does not equal management and until governments realise this it is likely that the continuous cycle 

of killing and responsive population growth will continue.” 

Mark Pearson and the Animal Justice Party is urging everyone who is concerned about this matter to do two 

things: submit comments to the Draft Wild Horse Management Plan for Kosciuszko National Park before 8 

July 2016; and vote for the AJP at the coming federal election. 

“In the end, the only way to make our governments understand that animal lives matter is at the ballot 

box.” 

For further information please contact Mark Pearson on 0417 252 107, Frankie Seymour on 0405 252 980  

END 
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FLYING FOXES HIGHLIGHT NEED FOR NATIONAL ANIMAL JUSTICE PARTY  

A decision by Australia’s Coalition Government Minister to use his ‘national interest’ power to harm a large 

colony of flying foxes highlights the desperate need for a voice for animals in the national Parliament, 

according to Frankie Seymour. Ms Seymour is standing for the Animal Justice Party in the bellwether 

electorate of Eden-Monaro in the July federal election.  

Ms Seymour has weighed into this issue ‘because it is the clearest possible example of why the Animal 

Justice Party must run candidates for seats in the federal Parliament.’ 

At a meeting of Batemans Bay residents on 16 May 2016, Commonwealth Environment Minister, Greg Hunt, 

announced that he had used his ‘national interest’ discretionary power to exempt the grey-headed flying-fox 

from all the protections of the Commonwealth government. The grey-headed flying-fox is listed as a 

vulnerable ‘species of national environmental significance’ under the Commonwealth Environmental 

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 

The decision allows Eurobodalla Council to remove a large, local colony of flying-foxes, by any means they 

choose (even fire). The delisting has been announced in the absence of any information suggesting a 

change in the actual vulnerability status of the grey-headed flying fox. 

‘As if that weren’t bad enough, the decision appears to have been made during the caretaker 

period when no decision of national significance should ever be made by a halfway responsible 

government,’ Ms Seymour notes. 

The Eurobodalla Council had already financed and published a plan for dispersing the flying-foxes. The plan 

concludes that dispersing the colony would be both costly and risky to the public. The plan recommends that, 

if dispersal is to be undertaken, it should take place at a different time of year when overall numbers are 

lower, and there are fewer dependent young present. This approach would not only reduce the suffering of 

the animals but also the risks and costs to residents. 

‘Hunt’s decision to remove the protection from these animals gives the Council permission to 

destroy the colony in any way they like. It is utterly disgusting,’ Ms Seymour said. ‘The Minister 

appears to have taken this outrageous action for no other reason than to the buy votes of a few 

residents of Batemans Bay who fail to appreciate that they live in a part of Australia where the 

flying foxes are a keystone native species.  

‘Any loss of a significant population could be the last straw for a vulnerable species. If this large 

colony of flying foxes is destroyed, it could ultimately spell extinction for the whole species, and 

that will cause ripples right through the ecosystem, impacting on numerous other species of 

plant and animals - species the residents might well regard more highly than the flying foxes.’  

‘The fact that a Commonwealth Minister can make a decision that puts so many animal lives in 

danger and threatens them with such extreme suffering, shows in no uncertain terms how 

desperately we need a voice for animal justice in the federal Parliament.’ 

For interviews and further information contact Frankie Seymour on 0405 252 980.  

Authorised by Anna Hall, Animal Justice Party NSW 
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ROAD DECISION HIGHLIGHTS NEED FOR ANIMAL JUSTICE IN FEDERAL POLITICS  

Animal Justice Party (AJP) Candidate for Eden Monaro, Frankie Seymour, is alarmed that the highly 
controversial proposed Ellerton Drive Extension (EDE), which she believes will kill thousands of animals, 
may be given the go-ahead while there are no democratically elected Councillors to prevent it.  

Tim Overall, the NSW Government appointed Administrator of Queanbeyan-Palerang Regional Council, 
has engaged two other administrators to help him make the decision about the EDE on Thursday 30 June 
2016. Mr Overall was Mayor of Queanbeyan prior to the amalgamations which recently saw all elected 
Council members sacked. He supports the road extension while a majority of Queanbeyan councillors 
opposed it. Palerang’s elected Council demanded the right to at least consider the proposal before being 
stuck with a share of the $100m+ costs they will be supporting loans for, for the next 20 years.  

“It is absolutely clear that Mr Overall is morally bound by the decision of the elected representatives prior to 
amalgamation, at least until a new Council is elected,” Ms Seymour said. “It is astonishing that he thinks he 
has the right to make this decision while he is merely an administrator - a caretaker for the future council.”   

The EDE is opposed not only by elected councillors and Queanbeyan and Palerang residents but also by 
environmentalists, wildlife experts and animal protection organisations who argue that building the road will 
directly impact on 50 hectares of precious river corridor land, while doing little or nothing to ease 
Queanbeyan’s projected future traffic problems. 

The land that will be destroyed or impacted by the proposed road is known to be home to threatened 
squirrel gliders, sugar gliders, bentwing bats and koalas, among many other threatened species of bird, 
reptile and invertebrate.  

 “On top of losing their habitat - trees with hollows, burrows, nests, access to familiar food sources - 
uncountable numbers will die trying to cross the new, lethal, busy road.” Ms Seymour added. “Even if 
underpasses actually worked for animals not used to travelling underground, or animals accustomed to 
following their own trails, the proposal does not allow for the dozens of underpasses that would be needed.” 

“This is precisely the sort of situation where the Commonwealth government should step in, using its 
powers under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, and simply say, no, this 
proposed development is against the law,” Ms Seymour continued. “But that Act is so weak, so subject to 
the whims of the executive government of the day, that we can never be confident it will prevent massive 
animal tragedies like this one. That Act desperately needs to be amended. This is one of the many reasons 
we need AJP members in the federal Parliament.”  

“Besides the threatened species, thousands of other individual animals will be killed as well, animals that 
decision-makers routinely disregard because they are not listed as environmentally significant,” Ms 
Seymour pointed out. “These animals have the same right to be protected from anthropogenic suffering as 
any other animal, but state governments fail them and the federal government ignores them. The proposed 
environmental offsets, even if they were environmentally valid (which is disputable), would do nothing to 
protect the individual animals who will suffer and die because of this road. This is the other area where the 
federal government evades its moral responsibility to protect animals.  

“The AJP calls on the Commonwealth Environment Minister and the Commonwealth Local Government 
Minister to overturn any decision to proceed with the EDE, at least until there is a democratically elected 
local government to make it,” Ms Seymour concluded. 

 For interviews and further information contact Frankie Seymour on 0405 252 980.  
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Animal Justice Party calls for end to live animal exports 

During the past week of revelations concerning the abuse of Australian live trade animals, the Animal 

Justice Party has, along with almost 80% of the Australian population, renewed its call for an end to the live 

animal export trade. 

AJP candidate for Eden-Monaro, Frankie Seymour said, “There is no moral or economic argument to 

support sending our animals off to the terrors and tortures we know await them. It simply cannot be allowed 

to go on. 

“Even if the industry was important to Australia economically, it would still not justify it,” Ms Seymour said. 

“But, in fact, the live export industry is economically trivial. The minuscule income it brings into the country 

could easily be replaced by a slight increase in plant derived exports. 

“Revelations of animal abuse in Australia’s live animal export industry have been recurring since the early 

1980s,” Ms Seymour observed. “Tens of thousands of animals die at sea, and what they face if they survive 

the trip is unbearable to think about. The government must think Australians are astonishingly dumb to 

believe its claims that the sector is being regulated!  

“The government makes noises about how we have to be in the trade to have any educational influence on 

the countries that receive our animals. What rubbish! By continuing to send them our animals, knowing 

their fate and knowing nothing has changed in 30 plus years, the only message we are sending them is 

‘Torture the beasts to your hearts’ content, as if we care!’” 

“If Australians want the live trade stopped they need to support the AJP in this election.” 

Ms Seymour noted that one element of AJP policy is to establish an Independent Office of Animal Welfare. 

The ALP expressed its support of this in a letter to the AJP President last week and has also backed the 

AJP’s concept of financial support for plant based industries in Australia.  

By contrast, the Deputy Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce has just announced he wants to spend $8.3 funding 

Vietnam abattoirs. “So we know there is at least $8.3 million available for investment in plant-based 

industries,” Ms Seymour said. “Instead of funding more torture chambers.” 

“Since neither major party is willing to commit to abolishing the live trade industry, a vote for the AJP in this 

election will not stop it. Yet.  

“Stopping the live animal trade immediately would require every Australian who opposes it to put AJP first 

in both houses of Parliament on their ballot paper. We know that that is not going to happen. Yet.  

“Nevertheless, those who do vote for the AJP will send both major parties a clear message that the export 

of live animals has to go. No more excuses. No more lies. They ignore that message at their political peril.” 

 

For interviews and further information contact Frankie Seymour on 0405 252 980.  
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